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I. INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS 8 

Q. Please state your name and your business address. 9 

A. My name is Dominic S. Perniciaro and my business address is One Ameren Plaza, 10 

1901 Chouteau Ave., St. Louis, MO 63103.   11 

Q. Are you the same Dominic S. Perniciaro who provided Direct Testimony in 12 

this proceeding? 13 

A. Yes, I am.   14 

II. PURPOSE AND SCOPE 15 

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony in this proceeding? 16 

A. In this testimony, I will speak to items within Mr. Tolsdorf’s Direct Testimony 17 

and his proposed changes. 18 

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits in support of your direct testimony? 19 

A. Yes.  I am sponsoring a reconciliation summary of Rider EDR – Enery Efficiency 20 

Demand Response Cost Recovery (“Rider EDR”) as Ameren Exhibit 5.1 and of Rider 21 

GER – Gas Energy Efficiency Cost Recovery as Ameren Exhibit 5.2. 22 
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III. CHANGES TO THE TIMING OF WHEN COSTS ARE RECOGNIZED  23 

Q. Having read Mr. Tolsdorf’s Direct Testimony, are there any clarifications 24 

you would like to provide for the completeness of the record? 25 

A. Yes.   26 

Q. On Lines 62-66 of his direct testimony, Mr. Tolsdorf states “The costs 27 

incurred after May 31, 2011 to evaluate PY-3 have not been subject to the 28 

Company’s Internal Audit, which accompanies the annual reconciliation report for 29 

PY-3.  This has led to the Company including a budgeted number, rather than an 30 

actual number, for M&V in its annual reconciliation report.”  Do you agree with his 31 

assessment? 32 

A. Not entirely.  While it is true that the M&V services are performed, invoiced, and 33 

reviewed by Internal Audit in the subsequent program year, Internal Audit also includes 34 

these accruals within their testing population and program for the PY-3 annual 35 

reconciliation report.   36 

The liability for M&V services is incurred as soon as the first dollar is spent for 37 

energy efficiency programs for that program year.  The use of the budgeted number as the 38 

measurable estimation of that liability is in accordance to generally accepted accounting 39 

principles.  The final number or invoice is not required in order to properly record 40 

expenses under accrual accounting. 41 
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Q. On Lines 74-79 of his direct testimony, Mr. Tolsdorf refers to the Final 42 

Order which states that final invoices are required by Section 8-103 of the Act 43 

(Commonwealth Edison., ICC Order Docket No. 11-0646, 15(August 20, 2013).  Is 44 

there any other guidance on which the Commission may rely? 45 

A. Yes.  While I am not a lawyer, I understand that Section 8-103(e) also states that 46 

“[e]ach utility shall include, in its recovery of costs, the costs estimated for both the 47 

utility's and the Department's implementation of energy efficiency and demand-response 48 

measures.   49 

The common definition of an incurred cost is a cost for which one becomes liable.  50 

Line 72 of his direct testimony indicates that the reconciliation period should only 51 

include costs incurred during that program year.  While I agree with his language, I do 52 

not agree that costs incurred means final invoices.  To do so would mean Ameren Illinois 53 

should not accrue for an invoice received on June 1st for program costs incurred in May 54 

or prior.  This would be inconsistent with generally accepted accounting principles. 55 

Q. What would be the impact of re-defining costs incurred as final invoices in 56 

this docket? 57 

A. Retroactive application of this standard would reduce transparency and require the 58 

recalculation of the annual reconciliation reports already submitted for PY-3, PY-4, and 59 

PY-5.  Stepping back from this individual docket, the final invoices for these expenses 60 

came in PY-4 and any true-up was included in the PY-5 rate.  To unwind these 61 

transactions would be a daunting and burdensome task to track. 62 
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 In addition, the inclusion of M&V costs is consistent with generally accepted 63 

accounting principles related to when recognition of a liability (and the corresponding 64 

expense) should occur, so undertaking such a task is unnecessary. 65 

Q. What would be the impact of including and accruing based on invoices 66 

received on a prospective basis? 67 

A. An argument could be made that the estimates we have received have required 68 

significant amounts of true-ups, complicating the auditing and reporting process and put 69 

into question our ability to estimate the amounts not invoiced.  Not estimating the costs 70 

incurred but not yet invoiced would be acceptable on a prospective basis and would still 71 

be consistent with generally accepted accounting principles. 72 

 Applying this construct on a prospective basis will make for an easier transition, 73 

although the usual care will be required during the transition year to exclude prior year 74 

accruals but the year-end cut-offs will reflect the change. 75 

Q. Would AIC be willing to expand this concept to all program costs? 76 

A. Having discussed prospective application with Staff, Ameren Illinois would be 77 

agreeable to applying this logic to M&V and all other program costs.  While Ameren 78 

Illinois commits to present its PY6 reconciliation and subsequent years based on invoices 79 

in hand, the Company reserves the right to include measurable costs that were incurred, 80 

but for which Ameren Illinois had not yet received a final invoice for, if appropriate. 81 
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IV. RIDER EDR AND GER SPENDING LIMITS 82 

Q. Do the changes to the presentation of the reconciliation mentioned above 83 

affect the ability to monitor the overall and M&V spending limits? 84 

A. No.  Under the changes above, more of the amount spent is expected to be 85 

recorded in the subsequent program year.  Spending for a program year or cycle will be 86 

aggregated across reconciliation years. 87 

Q. How does Ameren propose to document adhering to the budgetary 88 

requirements of Rider EDR and GER? 89 

A. Upon making changes to the current format of the annual reconciliation, Ameren 90 

Illinois expects that a separate schedule will be presented to aggregate the spending by 91 

program cycle across program years.  This schedule will track how much is spent 92 

compared to the individual spending limits. 93 

V. RIDER GER TARIFF REVISION 94 

Q. Why is a change to the current tariff for Rider GER necessary? 95 

A. It was recently discovered that Rider GER is silent to the amortization period 96 

required for long term planning costs.  Ameren Illinois has been relying on the language 97 

in Rider EDR that requires long term planning costs to be amortized and recovered over 98 

the planning cycle for which they were incurred.  I am proposing that Ameren Illinois add 99 

the language related to the amortization of the long term planning costs in Rider EDR to 100 

Rider GER to explicitly require the same amortization method. 101 
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Q.  What is the proposed change to Rider GER?  102 

A.  Ameren Illinois proposes adding language that would include in the definition of 103 

"Projected Costs," costs that are related to the planning and development of plans 104 

approved by the ICC for energy efficiency and demand-response programs amortized 105 

over a period of three years or other such costs related to annual reporting requirements. 106 

Ameren Illinois expects that the language will look similar to the language currently in 107 

Rider EDR and commits to continuing to work with Staff on agreeable language for 108 

submission to the Commission. 109 

VI. CONCLUSION 110 

Q. What action is Ameren Illinois asking the Commission to take in this 111 

proceeding? 112 

A. Ameren Illinois asks the Commission to: 113 

• Approve the reconciliation statements attached to this testimony, 114 

• Do not order a reconciliation adjustment (“ORA”) related to the M&V 115 
costs requested by Staff, and 116 

• Approve the Rider GER tariff revision to specify the amortization of 117 
planning costs in the same manner as Rider EDR. 118 

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 119 

A. Yes, it does.120 
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